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Abstract

TheMinimalist Program(Chomsky 1995–2001) sketches a model that aims to be empirically
adequate and theoretically motivated but that does not fit in any clear waywith specific perfor-
mance algorithms such asparsingor generationeven though much emphasis is put on “interface
properties”. In this paper I propose that aMinimalist Grammarformalization (an extension of
Stabler’s 1997 proposal) can be used both inparsingand ingenerationif we re-orient the direc-
tionality of theStructure Building Operations(mergeandmove) and if we formalize the notion
of phase(Chomsky 1999). This will help us to define generalized algorithms, suitable both
for parsingand forgeneration, which are computationally tractable in dealing withambiguities
andlong distance dependenciesresolution.

1 Introduction to minimal grammar specification

Formalizing a linguistic theory forces us to specify everything we need to describe a
language. When choosing a specific formalization we must consider to which extent
it encodes linguistic intuitions and at which computational cost it does. In this work I
will deal essentially with this second issue,1 providing some formal argument in favor
of the necessity of limiting unbounded long distanceStructure Building Operations
(such asmove, Chomsky 1995–2001) by means of a precise formalization of the no-
tion of phase(Chomsky 1999). In order to provide the minimal background for this
discussion, we need to define explicitly the notion ofStructural Description(§1.1), a
precise formalization ofMinimalist Grammar(§1.2) and a definition ofparsingand
generation(§1.3). This should allow us to understand the necessity to (re)define some
essential property of theStructure Building Operations(merge, moveand the idea of
derivation by phase, (§1.4)) because of empirical and computational considerations.

1.1 Structural Descriptions in terms of immediate relations

It is a standard assumption to consider a sentence as a bidimensional entity bear-
ing information on bothprecedenceand dominancerelations among lexical items,
where precedencerepresents a total order among pronounced elements (namely
words, that are groups of phonetic features) whiledominanceexpresses the con-
stituency/dependency relations among pronounced and other implied (abstract) ele-
ments (semantic and other syntactic features like phrase identifiers). These two kinds
of information can be encoded within tree-like structures such as the following one:

1See Chesi (2004) for a discussion of the empirical issue.
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(1)

From a formal point of view, aStructural Description(SD) can be expressed as fol-
lows:

(2) SDstandard = {I , P, D, V, A} such that

I is aprecedenceorder (a total strict order, that is a binary, transitive andasym-
metric relation, defined on any element belonging to the subset IT of I
such that IT is the set of terminal elements; e.g.{the, dog, is, black})

D is a set ofdominancerelations (a partial strict order, that is a binary, tran-
sitive and asymmetric relation, defined on some elements of I; e.g. “D”
dominates “the”, “N” dominates “dog”, “DP” dominates “dog”etc.)

V is a finite set ofvertices(the nodes in the tree)

A is anassignment functionfrom V to I

I is a finite set ofidentifiers(e.g.{the, dog, is, black, DP, D′, Do, No ...})

Leaving aside bothV andA (maybe superfluous as discussed in Chesi 2004) I wish to
redefine the other three elements in such a way thatprecedenceanddominanceonly
hold between immediately adjacent objects:

(3) SDrevisited = {I , P, D} such that

I is a finite set ofidentifiers(minimally, if we accept the inclusiveness con-
dition, Chomsky 1995, we should consider nothing but lexical items and
their features)

P is a finite set ofimmediate precedencerelations (different from the classic
total strict order, this relation is only defined between twoadjacent items)
for example (“<A, B>” means “A immediately precedesB”):
SD = [A A [B B C]] → P ={<A, B>, < B, C>}

D is a finite set ofimmediate dominancerelations (different from the classic
dominancerelation, this one is a partial, binary, intransitive and asymmet-
ric relation
for example (“A< B”, means “Aimmediately dominatesB”):
SD = [A A [B B C]] → D = {A < B, B < C}

These restricted versions ofprecedenceanddominance, defined only between adja-
cent elements, encodes in a very transparent way significantlinguistic relations such
asmerge(Chomsky 1999): “A< B”, in fact, corresponds to “Amergeswith B and
projects overB” (namely A is theheadof the constituent resulting frommerge):
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(4) A < B = merge(A, B)→ [A A B]

On the other hand, the necessity to describe phrase structures also in terms of discon-
tinuous constituency dependencies (chains/movements, binding relations, ellipses),
can be captured within the revisited SD formalization givenin (3), following the in-
tuition that an element is “merged” in more than one positionwithin the phrase struc-
ture, even though it is (fully) pronounced (thenphonetically linearized) only in one
of these positions (usually the structurally highest one).The interplay betweenim-
mediate dominanceandimmediate precedencedefined among lexical elements in the
phrase structure can help us to capture this intuition:

(5) Long Distance Dependencies(definition)

two non-empty elements enter along distance dependency(thus forming a dis-
continuous constituency relation) when animmediate dominancerelation but
no immediate precedencerelation is defined between them.

Note that a phonetically null element is not necessarily an empty element (since se-
mantic and other formal features should be present). For instance given the following
SD, A and C enter a Long Distance Dependency since C<A exists but neither<A,C>

nor<C,A> is present:

(6) I = A, B, C

P = <A, B>, <B, C>

D = B < A, B < C, C< A

This SD can be graphically represented by the tree below:

(7)

The Long Distance Dependency reported in (6)–(7) is essentially an instance ofmove-
ment(Chomsky 1995-2001) even though the directionality of the arrow is inverted to
indicate that the highest element provides feature values for interpreting the under-
specified features on the lowest “copy”).

There are empirical reasons to believe that it would be possible to extend this ap-
proach topronominal binding(on the line of Kayne 2002) and tocontrol (Hornstein
1999, Boeckx, Hornstein 2004) capturing major typologies of Long Distance Depen-
dency, even though I will not discuss the issue in these pages.2 Note that a SD defined

2Again, refer to Chesi (2004) for a full discussion of the empirical scope of the proposal.
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as in (3) with simply the information given in (6) is not able to discriminate among
the right branching structure given in (7) and other structures such as the ones drawn
below:

(8)
a. b.

Without usingassignment functions, as proposed in (2)), we can rule out the unwanted
representations by posing extra constraints on the occurrence of long distance de-
pendenciesand on the general shape of the SD. TheLinear Correspondence Axiom,
(LCA) (Kayne 1994), for instance, would suggest a deterministic mapping between
dominanceandprecedencedepending on the structural function of the lexical items
involved in the SD strictly predicting a right branching structure. With the same spirit,
I will adopt the following principle:

(9) Linearization Principle (inspired toLCA, Kayne 1994)
If A < B, then either
a. <A, B> if B is a complementof A (that is, A selects B), or
b. <B, A> if B is a functional projection3 of A

Following the notion ofmerge(in terms ofimmediate dominance) given in (3), we can
define an useful asymmetric relation among the nodes within atree:

(10) Asymmetric C-Command (definition)

When two elementsmerge, they respectivelyasymmetrically C-commandall
constituents of their sister

This definition is sufficient to discard (8.a) under the relatively standard constraint on
movement provided below:

(11) Constraint on movement(definition)

A moved element alwaysasymmetrically C-Commandsits trace(s)

As it will be clear later on, we do not need to discard (8.b) since within this formal-
ization thelinearizationof a trace is irrelevant.4 Then (8.b) and (7) are equivalent.

3Assumefunctional projectionto be synonym both ofspecifierand offunctional position, following Starke
(2002).
4But see Nunes (2004) for a different perspective.
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1.2 Minimalist Grammars

We can think of a language, that is an infinite set of grammatical expressions each
associated at least with a single grammatical SD, as a way of productively restricting
the theoretically possibleprecedence/dominancerelations that can co-occur within
the same sentence. We refer to the intensional procedure that characterizes this set,
as speaker’scompetence. Formally speaking, thiscompetencecan be described by a
grammarthat, following the minimalist trend, includes, at least, the specification of a
lexicon(a finite set ofwordsbuilt from analphabetwith associated specificfeatures)
and a set ofStructure Building Operations.

Stabler (1997) proposes a clean formalization of aMinimalist Grammar(MG) as
outlined in Chomsky 1995 that includes these two basic components (Lexiconand
Structure Building Operations). Following his proposal, a MG can be defined as a
4-tuple{V, Cat, Lex, F} such that:

(12) Minimalist Grammar (MG , Stabler 1997)

V is a finite set of non-syntactic features, (π ∪ σ) whereπ are phonetic features
andσ are semantic ones;

Cat is a finite set of syntactic features, Cat = (base∪ select∪ licensors∪
licensees) where

baseare standard categories{complementizer, tense, verb, noun ...},

selectspecify one of the three possible kinds of selection{=x, =X, X= | x
∈ base} where =x means simple selection of an x phrase, =X selects an
X phrase, suffixing the selecting head with the phonetic features of the
selected X phrase; X= selects an X phrase, prefixing the selecting head
with the phonetic features of the selected X phrase,

licenseesspecify requirements forcing phrasal movement{-wh, -case ...}, -x
triggers covert movement, while -X triggers overt movement,

licensorsare features that can satisfy licensee requirements{+wh, +case ...};

Lex is a finite set of expressions built fromV andCat (the lexicon);

F is a set of the two partial functions from tuples of expressions to expressions
{merge, move};

The language defined by such a grammar is the closure of thelexicon(Lex) under the
structure building operations(F). (13) is a simple example of MG able to deal with
simplewh- movements5:

5For the sake of simplicity, let us assume that capital featuresdirectly selectthe position of the arguments
without involving pre/in-fixing (then, =X means that the argument X isselectedto the right of the selecting
head, while X= to the left). The very same result is however derivable by a combination of standard
(non directional)selectionplus a trigger formovement(for instance -case) or assuming, as Stabler does, a
difference in the merge result whenevercomplexor simpletrees are merged.
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(13) MG example

V = π = {/what/, /did/, /you/, /see/}, σ = {[what], [did], [you], [see]}

Cat = base= {D, N, V, T, C}, select= {=D, =N, =V, =T, =C}, licensors=
{+wh}, licensees= {-wh}

Lex = [−wh D what], [=V T did], [D you], [=D D= V see], [=T +wh C ]

F = merge, movesuch that:

merge(X, Y) = is a function taking two adjacent subtrees X and Y, outputting
an unified structure Z of the form [X X Y] if and only if X has as a first
selecting feature (=f, =F, F=) and Y has the needed selected feature F as
the first feature of the base set

move(X, Y) = if a function taking two subtrees [+g X] and [−g Y] such that
<[+g X], W, [−g Y]> (where W can be any possible subtree, even null,
but without any selecting/selector featureg in it) and produces Z of the
form [[X Y X] W, t Y]

Following Chomsky, a derivation proceedsfrom-bottom-to-top6 andlicenseestrigger
movementas shown below7:

(14) 1. merge([=D D= V see], [
−wh D what])→ [see D= V see,−wh what]

2. merge([D you], [D= V see,−wh what])→
[see you, [see V see,−wh what ]]

3. merge([=V T did], [see you, [see V see,−wh what ]])→
([did T did, [see you, [see see,−wh what ]]]

4. merge([=T +whC ], [did T did, [see you, [see see,−wh what ]]]) →
([C +wh C , [did did, [see you, [see see,−wh what ]]]])

5. move([C +wh C , [did did, [see you, [see see,-wh what ]]]] →
[C What,C , [did did, [see you, [see see, twhat ]]]]

Some interesting formal results show that there is a weakly equivalent Multiple
Context-Free Grammarfor any MG (then MG are included in theMildly Context-
Sensitiveclass of grammars, Michaelis 1998) and that arecognizeralgorithm can be
defined (both top-down and bottom-up) for MGs (Harkema 01). However, it is diffi-
cult to draw any computational/cognitive conclusion from these results, because either
they are based on adeductive parsing perspective(Shieber and al. 1995) or on aweak
equivalencebetween MGs and other formalisms (e.g.Multiple Context-Free Gram-
mars): namely, these grammatical formalisms/derivations can produce the very same
set of strings MGs will produce, but either they fail to associate (derivationally) the
same structures to these strings or they encodelexical items, featuresandstructure

6That is, from the inner verbal head, adding piecemealcomplementsthen functional specifications, up to
the most external heads.
7This is a very simplified version of derivation, to be taken only as example. It would be clearly possible
including the subject movement too, but this would have been required extra steps in the derivation.
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building operationsin a less transparent way with respect to the linguistic intuitions
that justified them. I believe that these two factors are indeed crucial parameters of
evaluation, at least if the final goal of the formalization isthat of making clear what
the computational (and possibly psycholinguistic) implications are both inparsing
and ingenerationif we want to use MGs effectively in these two contexts. A funda-
mental step is then to define precisely how theparsingand thegenerationtasks could
be described in order to pose some effective “interface conditions” on the grammar
formalism.

1.3 Two (sub-)problems for parsing and generation: ambiguity and long dis-
tance dependencies

Given a MGG defined as in§1.2 and assuming that aStructural Description(SD) can
be expressed basically in terms ofimmediate dominance(D) and immediate prece-
dence(P) as proposed in§1.1, we can define theparsingand thegenerationtasks
(symmetrically) as follows:

(15) The parsing problem (definition)

given a finite set ofphonetic featuresπ (grouped by words) and aprecedence
total order among them, find the relevant set of lexical itemsLex, compatible
with π and the set of(immediate) dominancerelationsD amongσ features
associated toπ in Lex, if possible, if not reject the input.

(16) The generation problem(definition)

given a finite set ofsemantic featuresσ and a finite set ofdominancerelations
D among them, find the relevant set of lexical itemsLex and the correctlin-
earizationamongπ features associated toσ in Lex, if possible, if not reject the
input.

Both problems can be factored in two distinct sub-problems:a part oflexical ambi-
guity resolution(... “find the relevant set of lexical items Lex”... compatible with
π/σ...) and a part ofstructural mapping(from precedenceto dominanceand vice
versa). These problems are difficult to solve, because of a non-univocal mapping
(non-determinism) between phonetic features and words (homophony/homography,
polysemy etc.) and because ofdiscontinuous constituencies(long distance dependen-
cies) which, among other factors such asPP attachmentandconstituents conjunction,
cause structural ambiguity. I assume that these two problems pose interesting con-
straints (much less abstract than usual “interface conditions”, Chomsky 1995) on the
grammar specification if we accept the intuitive idea that the very samecompetence
(then the very samegrammar) has to be used in both contexts. As it will be clear
in the next paragraph,Structure Building Operationsare especially affected by these
considerations.

1.4 Structure Building Operations and directionality

There are empirical and formal reasons (Chomsky 1995-2001)to believe that a min-
imal specification of the grammar can includeStructure Building Operationssuch as
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mergeandmove(F in Stabler’s MGs,§1.2). This seems to be plausible also from a per-
formance perspective when we have to mapprecedenceanddominancewith respect
to lexicalized feature structures both inparsingand ingenerationcontexts according
to the definition provided in§1.3. There are however theoretical and psycholinguistic
reasons to believe that theBottom-to-Toporientation of the derivation cannot be pur-
sued neither from aparsingnor from agenerationperspective: Phillips (1996), for in-
stance, shows howintermediate constituenciesbuilt from Top-to-Bottom/Left-to-Right
can account for important contradictory constituency tests (that is, whenmovement
would predict a different constituency with respect toscope relationsin sentence such
as “John gave a candy to any children in the library on Sunday...”); on the other hand,
the cyclic idea of movement (move short, Chomsky 1995) and the notion ofderiva-
tion by phase, require purely formaluninterpretable featuresto trigger intermediate
steps in anylong distance movementcontext. This seems to be a non-deterministic,
unsatisfactory solution and it is definitely not suitable from aparsingperspective.8

Moreover psycholinguistic evidences show that both ingeneration(false starts) and
in parsing(garden paths) the orientation of the processing could fairly be from-left-
to-right/top-to-bottom; last but not least, as far as I know, no clear psycholinguistic
evidence supports the bottom-to-top model.

Taking into account these cues9, the definitions of SDs (§1.1) and MGs (§1.2),
assume that any item is licensed within a SD if and only if it isselected10 or it is a
plausiblefunctional specification11 of a lexical head according to theLinearization
Principle. Assume, furthermore, thatmergecould be defined as a binary function
which takes two feature structures and unifies them (in the sense ofunification gram-
mars, Shieber 1986).

In order to account for the above mentioned problems, I will re-definemoveas
a top-to-bottom/left-to-right oriented function which stores anunselectedelement in
a sort ofmemory bufferand re-mergesit at the point of the computation where the
element isselectedby a lexical head (according to theselectfeatures of this lexical
head and to theLinearization Principle).12 This modification would allow us to get
rid of theuninterpretable featureshypothesis, then removing the teleological behavior
behind the movement conception as a feature driven, bottom-to-top operation.

Beyond the empirical adequacy of these redefinitions of theStructure Building
Operations mergeandmove, which I will not evaluate in these pages (as explained in
fn.1), it would be necessary to evaluate their computational impact. In fact, while the
mergeoperations has a local scope and does not present dramatic complexity issues (at

8Neither the notion ofnumerationmakes any clear sense inparsing, nor the idea of adding arbitraryunin-
terpretable featuresto the lexical items in order to “reconstruct” a movement operation.
9For more datails refer to Chesi (2004).

10From this perspective selection means bothC(ategorial)-selection(then it operates onCat features) and
S(emantic)-selection(Pesetsky 1982), then it operates onsemanticfeatures).

11A sort of licensorspecification in Stabler’s terms. According toCartography(Cinque 1999–2002) I as-
sume an articulatedfunctional structureabove any lexical elements, moreover expecting that the legitimated
position within the structure has to be evaluated in terms of relative scope of the items effectively present
within the SD.

12The simplest possible device to store un-selected elements out of the SD would be a stack, First-In-First-
Out memory; this simple proposal is able to account for argumental movement, topicalization and wh-
movement. See Chesi (2004) for solutions with wider empirical coverage.
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least once the feature set of the lexical items are clear) thelong distance nature of the
moveoperation seems to be allegedly onerous if not bounded in itspotentiality: cap-
turing arbitrarily distant relations would not be a welcomeresult neither empirically
nor psycholinguistically; moreover it could be computationally very expensive.

Introducing the idea ofderivation by phaseseems to be clearly possible also in
this Top-to-Bottom oriented framework and it could be the solution for many prob-
lems roughly introduced before: from this perspective, aphasecan be thought as the
minimal part of a Top-to-Bottom computational process in which all thefunctionaland
selectionalspecifications associated to a given lexical head (i.e. N(oun) or V(erb)) are
satisfied. Crucially, aphasecan be included within F as a “Top-to-Bottom expecta-
tion” (phase projection), as follows:

(17) Phase Projection(definition)

a projection of the minimal set ofD relations, optionally underspecified for
π or σ features, within theSD according to theselectfeatures present in the
processedlexical head.

Note that in order to make this device computationally interesting we should distin-
guish between “active” and “inactive” phases: informally speaking, a phase is active or
openwhen their elements can still enter newmergerelations (either because the head
of the phase has not been processed yet or because ofmovewhich stored some of these
elements within the memory buffer); on the other hand, a phase become inactive or
closedwhen any required relation has been established: once processed the (lexical)
head of the phase,Phase Projectionapplies, according to theselectfeatures present in
the phase head, and the phase is closed; any element still present in the memory buffer
at this point is inherited (remerged) within the lower projected phases.13

Rephrasing these notions of phase in more formal terms, given a grammarG =
{V, Cat, Lex, F}, an inputi to be processed, composed by elements belonging toLex
(even if specified only forπ or σ features), considers:

(18) Phase(definition)

a complete process (ofparsingor generation) involving:

• aPhase Projectionabout a potential SD structure,

• a proper subsetip of i such that any item inip is a lexical element (N or
V), thehead of the phase, or it is afunctional specificationof the head of
the phase,

• a memory bufferM to store unselected items and retrieve selected ones,
initialized as empty, unless some items are inherited from the non-empty
memory buffer of a selecting previous phase (this inheritedelement will
be part ofip and will be legitimated within the phase by merging it at the
relevant position of the left-periphery, edge of the phase,as phonologically
null element, unless otherwise specified);

13In fact the whole story would be a bit more complex. For sake of simplicity this is however enough to
understand the following discussion. See Bianchi, Chesi (2005) for a detailed proposal on the distinction
betweennestedandsequential phases.
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(19) Phase Completeness(definition)

a phase is complete (i.e.closed) iff the head of the phase is saturated, namely
if any mandatory selectional requirement (direct object, indirect object etc.) is
satisfied (aPhase Projectioncan be considered a complete phase in order to
close the phase generating this top-to-bottom expectation);

(20) Phase Complementation(definition)

a phase takes onlycomplete phasesas complements;

(21) Phase Selection Requirement(definition)

a phase has to beselected; items in the memory buffer, at the end of the phase,
can be transferred only to the memory buffer of the selected phase(s).

The goal of usingphasesis then to reduce the potential non-determinism ofambi-
guities and long distance dependencies resolutionboth restricting the space of the
problem in an empirically adequate way and forcing the algorithm to bias its choices
following precise Top-to-Bottom expectations (that is, a precise set ofimmediate dom-
inancerelations underspecified for some features).

2 Reducing Complexity using phases

The complexity of a problem is an expression of the resources(essentiallytime and
memory) needed to solve the problem (Papadimitriou 1994). More precisely, it is a
function of the size of the problem, determined at least by three factors:

(22) a. the length of the input (n);

b. the space of the problem (all states the system can attaint bycorrectly apply-
ing any legal rule);

c. the algorithm used to explore this space.

While a. is largely independent from the grammar, b. and c. arestrictly determined
by the linguistic theory. From a MG perspective, b. is mostlydetermined by the
lexiconand by thestructure building operations mergeandmove; in thetop-to-bottom
perspective just mentioned, c. is a procedure driven by theLinearization Principle
that has to inspect items and recognize which one islicensedin a specific position and
which one has to bemovedandre-mergedin another (lower) position. Let us explore
the complexity of the two (sub)problems ofambiguityandLong Distance Dependency
identification with respect to these three parameters.

2.1 The complexity of Ambiguity

Considering both lexical and semantic ambiguity the first (sub)problem can be stated
as follows:
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(23) Ambiguity problem (definition):

given an inputi, composed byπ (in parsing) or σ (in generation) features
grouped by words, of lengthn, and a numberc of possiblePart-of-Speech
(PoS)14, assign to each word from the input at least onePoS, if possible, if
not reject the input.

The complexityof the problem, considering a brute force algorithm to solveit, is at
worse O(cn) (assuming that any word could be ambiguous among allPoS). A more
realistic complexity order can be guessed by inspectingdictionariesor corpora. Us-
ing Wordnet(Miller 1995), the ambiguity factor15 would decrease down to about 1.44
(this factor seems to be fairly steady across languages suchas English, Spanish and
Italian), then we would obtain an order of complexity of O(1, 44

n). Slightly more op-
timistic results can be obtained with theBrown corpus: 40% of the words seem to be
ambiguous and most of them are ambiguous between twoPoS; then we could approx-
imate the ambiguity factor up to 40%, obtaining an order of complexity of O(1, 4n).
This is clearly not enough yet for the problem to be tractable: analyzing a text would
imply processing hundreds of words;16 the exponential combinatory of the problem
makes it impossible to find out a plausible solution in an acceptable time. Then, we
should restrict the combinatorial domain across the input and/or use plausible clues to
restrict the range ofambiguity.

One possible move is to consider the domain ofambiguity resolutionto be re-
stricted to a limited context: in fact, if the exponentialn in the complexity function
turns out to be a fixed number, the problem becomes tractable.But of course the con-
text cannot be arbitrarily fixed (e.g.n-gramsapproach): the length of a grammatical
phrase containing ambiguities can be arbitrarily long (theoretically infinite exploiting
the complementation option), then fixing it once and for all would not be heuristic.
It is also implausible to reduce the “structurally defined” context to the simplelocal
selectionas shown by the following contrasts:

(24) a. The [dogs] run ([D the] selects [N dogs])

b. Mary [dogs] me ([DP Mary] does not select any [V dogs])

The very same problem rises withadverbials selection: an adverb cannotselect(in
a technical sense) all the possible lower adverbials (that obviously can be present or
not without affecting the grammaticality of the sentence).A more adequate solution
could be to define thephaseas the “largest context” within which an ambiguity can
be solved: this would imply using the set ofdominancerelations projected accord-
ing to phase projectionto reduce the number of possiblePoSassociated to the set of
phonetic/semanticfeatures. Since aphaseis dimensionally bounded in length (maxi-
mum number ofprecedencerelations) and in depth (maximum number ofdominance

14 Categories(orPoS) have to be intended as “indices” (Synsetsassuming the WordNet terminology) pointing
to fully specified (in terms of features) items in the lexicon.

15ambiguity factor = synsets

lexicalentries
16 With just 50 words to be disambiguated we could evaluate up to about 20 millions of possibilities.
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relations)17, the complexity order within eachphasewould be O(1, 4k+1) (where1,4
is the most realistic ambiguity factor based ondictionariesand oncorpora): the fun-
damental detail in thiscomplexity functionis that the exponent is, this time, a fixed
number, virtually independent of the lengthn of the input. Note that opening more
than onephase(from this perspective, any unselected argument, e.g.preverbal sub-
ject, represent a new phase opened within anotherphase) would produce an increase
of the complexity order of O(1, 4p(k+1)) wherep, the number of openphases, could
grow boundlessly, in principle, leading quickly to intractability. This is however a wel-
come result, since a degradation of the human linguisticperformanceis reported in
many processing data when the subjects have to parse/generate sentences with certain
ambiguous structures that clearly show a difficulty in “keeping unsolved ambiguities”
(e.g. “buffalo” sentences). Thus, the morephaseswe open (at the same time) the more
difficult the problem will be as empirically expected.

2.2 The complexity of Long Distance Dependencies

Considering aparsingperspective18 and a brute force algorithm, finding out which
dominancerelations have to be associated to a given set ofprecedencerelations given
in input has, at least, the complexity order of O(2

n−1), wheren is the length of the
input (namely the number of words in the sentence): this is because amongn items
we should definen-1 relations at best (the minimum number of relations that would
make a tree ofn leafs, fully connected) and any of these relations can be ambiguous
about the projecting head (A<B or B<A). Complexity rises, if we consider simple
movement(let us put aside for the momentcyclic movement): at worse any item could
have been potentially moved out from any lower (C-commanded, selected) position,
the complexity order of the problem increases up to O(2

(n2
−n)/2): this is because,

potentially, any element could establish a dominance relation with any other element
that follows it: e.g. with4 elements{A, B, C, D} we could have6 possible dominance
relations{A-B, A-C, A-D, B-C, B-D, C-D}; with 5 elements{A, B, C, D, E} we could
have10possible dominance relations{A-B, A-C, A-D, A-E, B-C, B-D, B-E, C-D, C-
E, D-E}... then ((n−1)+1)×(n−1)

2 . Complexity rises again (boundlessly this time),
considering that empty heads19 can enterdominancerelations and there is no way
to determine how many empty heads could be present, in principle, in a sentence of
lengthn.

This is clearly not a satisfactory result, since the growingrate of any of these func-

17 Given a fixed hierarchy oflicensorsfeatures (Cinque 1999–2002), aphasecontains at worstk functional
elements(or licensors), exactly1 projecting lexical element (by definition ofphase). Remember then, that
by assumption (Pesetsky 1982) each lexical head selects at most 3 ph(r)ases(subject, object and indirect
object); this determines the maximum growth of the progressioncomposed by the number of the (selected)
phases which will be projected.

18 I will not consider in these pages thegenerationproblem, which is however much more “easy” than the
parsingone: linearizing a set of dominance relations in a phase by phase procedure is straightforward once
we have theLinearization Principleand a rigid order predicted among licensors features. A non trivial
problem to be discussed is how to retrieve the exact set of dominance relations which belong to the phase,
but this very same problem affects Chomsky’snumerationidea too.

19At least in terms ofπ features.
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tions would make the problem quickly intractable. Once again intractability inparsing
can be tacked by adopting the idea ofphasethen working out the (22.c) factor: we as-
sumed before (§1.4) thatmovementcan be detected by the presence of an element that
is notselected(that is, an element which is not selected by a previously processed lex-
ical element, according to theLinearization Principle, (9)); in this case, this element
would stand in “memory” as long as another elementselectsit.

Following Chomsky (1999), let us assume that ifmovementhappens, it has to hap-
pen within thephase: then given a limited context corresponding to thephasebound-
aries, either we find theselectingelement within it, so we can connect the moved
object to its base position (projecting a set ofdominancerelations, according toPhase
Projection, (17), that minimally satisfy thisselectionnecessity), or we do not find any
selectingelement, then the expectations to find aselectingsister for the unselected
element will be projected onto thelower (selected) phase20 and so on. The properties
of the intermediate traces21 strengthen the idea that these traces on theedge(Chom-
sky 1999) of thephaseserve as a sort of “memory refresh” (phase balance, Felser
2001), that is, the undischarged elements within the previous memory bufferare al-
lowed to enter the “phase numeration” (then being part of thenext selectedphase
processing) in order to makeLong Distance Dependenciespossible. This intuition
produces a remarkable reduction ofcomplexity(as shown in table 1): in fact, for any
movedelement, we would have only two possible landing site positions within aphase
to be evaluated (oneleft-edgeposition, used as a memory refresh or oneselectedpo-
sition). Then for anyphasethe number ofdominancerelations required would be,
at worst,22k) (in case anything would have been moved to the licensors fieldof the
phase).22 The complexity order of the problem, considering anydominanceas am-
biguous, would be O(22k). Opening a newphasebefore having closed the previous
one, again, leads to a duplication of the number of possibledominancerelations and
so on as long as newphasesare opened. The real order of the problem is then O(2

p2k)
with p representing the number of openphasesat the same time. The relation be-
tween thelength of the input(n) and this function is expressed in terms ofphases,
since anyphaserepresents a chunk of this input; in particular, the number of lexical
itemsin n would determine the number ofphases(which could ben, at worst). Note
thatDiscontinuous Constituency Dependencieswithin aphasewould not produce any
remarkable effect on thecomplexityof the problem, whilediscontinuous constituency
relationsamongphaseswould increase thecomplexityof the problem in a linear way
if any phaseis closed before the next one starts. On the other hand, thereis an ex-
ponential increase ofcomplexityany time we open aphasebefore having closed the
previous one.

This expected increase of thecomplexity(parallel to the degradation in processing)

20Leaving an intermediate trace on the “left-periphery” of this lowerphase, as discussed in Chesi (2004),
Bianchi, Chesi (2005).

21They are notselectedpositions; they are available forbinding, reconstructions effects; they are not trig-
gered by any apparent satisfaction of semantic requirements,they are in fact accounted for, in abottom-to-
topperspective, by purely formal features.

22k is the number of functional features present in the current phase (which potentially can legitimate move-
ment to their specific position),1 lexical head, minus1, provide that for linkingn elements we would need
n-1 relations.
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functions N◦ of relations to be evaluated
n=6 n=9
(p=2, k=2) (p=3, k=2)

Brute force
2
(n2

−n)/2 ≃ 32K ≃ 68.000M
Nested Phases
2

p2k 256 4096
Linear Phases
p · 22k 32 64

Table 1: Comparison among functions w.r.t. input length (assume eachphase to be composed
by 2 licensors features/positions and 1 lexical head).

related to themovementof elements acrossopen phasesexactly predictscenter em-
bedding effects(Chomsky 1965) andstrong island conditions(Huang 1982, Bianchi,
Chesi 2005).

3 Conclusion

In this paper I proposed a formalization of the notion ofphase(Chomsky 1999) pro-
viding some arguments in favor of the necessity of includingthis component as part
of theStructure Building Operationswithin a Minimalist Grammarformalism based
on Stabler’s 1997 proposal. Moreover, I assumed that the formalization of the other
Structure Building Operations mergeandmove, also has to differ from Stabler 1997 in
terms ofdirectionality: the standardBottom-to-Topderivation assumed in Chomsky’s
work has been show to be problematic from many perspectives (Chesi 2004) then
it has be replaced by aTop-to-Bottom, Left-to-Rightperspective, extending Phillips’
1996 original approach. Within this perspective, formalizing performance tasks such
as (parsingandgeneration) has been shown to be a very useful tool in order to high-
light the essential parameters to calculate the complexityfunction of a generalized al-
gorithm that has to make an effective use of thiscompetence model, pointing out that
the formalized notion ofphaseand the directionality of themoveoperation produce a
(psycholinguistically plausible) remarkable complexityreduction in bothambiguities
andlong distance dependenciesresolution.
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